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PROPOSITION 1

That we extend the Nature + Nurture paradigm to 
include the Soul (1) 

i.e. that what it means to be human starts with us being 
committed to an understanding of teachers and 
students being embodied souls (2), within physical and 
social realities 

(1) Or ‘transcendent brain’, as per the Excursus
(2) “Embodied Christian Persons” if one prefers Brown and Strawn



Proposition 1 contd.

That is, how do we keep the non-physical reality of our 
world alive in considering our teaching and learning 
practices, and in any consideration of the mind, and thus, 
teaching and learning?



PROPOSITION 2

That we understand the mind (1) (and thus thinking and 
learning) as an inherent spiritual (soul-inclusive) 
enterprise: that mind be conceived along the lines of 
the brain (that keeps us in touch with physical aspects 
of reality) interfacing with the soul (that keeps us in 
touch with spiritual aspects of reality). 

(1) Or the materialist alternative explanation of how the brain (mind) makes sense of 
non-physical aspects of reality



Proposition 2 contd.

Such a proposition challenges that reality is secular (Poplin, 2017). 
Reality is more than the physical aspects of life. Learning, 
therefore, is proposed as being better focussed on describing all 
of reality if it includes facets within physical and non-physical 
aspects of what it means to be a person (as per Smith, 2011, 
2015).



PROPOSITION 3

That we deepen our understanding of pedagogy to 
include the impact of the presence (or absence) of the 
Holy Spirit for the teacher and the student.

Does it matter if a teacher is a Christian? This proposition keeps this question in focus 
by adopting a New Testament insistence on the role of the Holy Spirit as an enabling 
guide to discerning truth.  Scriptures also affirm that the presence of the Holy Spirit is 
also critical for Christians to grow personally and relationally (Fee 2010).  Both of these 
aspects of reality are part of any classroom, and thus this proposition reminds us to 
consider His role within our pedagogical processes – processes that involve us and our 
students as imperfect and broken people who are made to be reconciled to our Creator 
God through Christ (Fee, 2010).



PROPOSITION 4

That we broaden our understanding of research 
knowledge to include spiritually attuned epistemology 
as guided by the Word of God through a Christian 
critical realist lens.

H.D. McDonald (2007): Personality… is the role played by the person. It is with the 
personality that psychoanalysis [psychology] is concerned. On the fundamental reality 
of personhood, the self, the soul, it has nothing to say, for into this ultimate citadel its 
techniques cannot penetrate… Yet while the psychologist may make the mask easier for 
the actor to wear, he cannot get behind it… Only the God who knows what is in us (John 
2:25) can uncover what lies within the inner sanctuary of our soul. (p. 164) 



PROPOSITION 5

That we respect each other and our students enough to 
accept each other as moral agents of learning, made in 
the Image of God but within the brokenness (idolatry) of 
sin.

In an era where identity politics and feeling-centred decision making abounds 
(Lukianoff & Haidt, 2018; Dalrymple, 2015, 2017), this proposition reminds us of 
understanding persons as agents whose soul-inclusive minds enable us to reflect on 
what our instincts and past experiences may suggest to us within our ethical lives. As C 
Stephens Evans (2007) noted:



Proposition 5 contd.

To live is to choose. To cease to choose is to cease to live. No conception of man, which 
does not make sense of choosing seen by the chooser can be finally adequate. 
Behaviouristic science can certainly explain “choices” after a fashion, but these 
explanations do not make sense of choices from the perspective of the agent. And that 
perspective cannot be rationally repudiated so long as one continues to be an agent… 
the essential truth about personhood is too important to be left to the sciences. (p. 
111) 



Walsh (2014) reminded his readers that we are worshipful beings. That is, the 
human being is defined as “homo orans,” because she and he adores, listens 
and responds to God, giving truth to his own existence. As such, nothing that 
we do is neutral (which is another inadequate presupposition that feeds the 
Nature + Nurture reductionist paradigm). His reminders from Pope Francis and 
GK Chesterton are perhaps good compass points for us if we commit to 
undertaking endeavours based on these five propositions: 

[Quoting Pope Francis] Anyone who does not pray to the Lord prays to the 
devil… When we do not profess Jesus Christ, we profess the worldliness of 
the devil, a demonic worldliness. [And from Chesterton] The man who no 
longer believes in God does not believe in nothing; rather, he will believe 
in anything. (p.185)

CONCLUSION


